Welcome
Tonight Earplay concludes its 33rd season with two world premieres, two
U.S. premieres, and a West Coast premiere — you heard it here first! San
Francisco composer Mark Winges’ single movement fantasy Night-Voiced is
dedicated to Ellen Ruth Rose and Ellen will perform its world premiere. Jon
Yu’s Pnema for clarinet and violin is soft, subtle, and textural, moving
between beautiful sonorities and noise. In Pablo Ortiz’s witty and irreverent
string trio and all the phonies go mad with joy, tango melodies and rhythms
swirl around as the music veers from the traditional to the abstract. Turgut
Erçetin’s Resonances (b): Tella draws the listener into an intricate, resonant
sound world. The clarinet plays a solo role, struggling between voiced and
unvoiced sounds, speaking and suppressed speech, pressing the rights of
the individual against the status quo — art as political action. The program
concludes with the West Coast premiere of Earplay co-founder Richard
Festinger’s bright and playful The Way Things Go for flute and piano.
Please join us for a pre-concert conversation with composers Richard
Festinger, Pablo Ortiz, Mark Winges, and Jon Yu. And please linger after the
concert to chat with composers, Earplayers, and Earplay board members
over refreshments.
Thanks to your enthusiastic support, Earplay will continue to commission
exciting new works and to present passionate performances of the finest
new music of our time. We can’t do it without you. And please stay tuned
for exciting news about our 2018-2019 season!

— Earplay Board of Directors
Board of Directors

Staff

Terrie Baune, musician representative
Bruce Bennett
Mary Chun, conductor
Richard Festinger
Phil Kipper
May Luke, chair
Stephen Ness, secretary/treasurer
Ellen Ruth Rose
Laura Rosenberg

Lori Zook, executive director
Terrie Baune, scheduler
Renona Brown, accountant
David Ogilvy, sound recordist
Ellen Ruth Rose, artistic coordinator
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Advisory Board
Chen Yi
Richard Felciano
William Kraft
Kent Nagano
Wayne Peterson

Monday, April 30, 2018 at 7:30 p.m.
Herbst Theatre

Earplay Season 33:
music without beginning or end
Concert 3:
The Way Things Go
Earplayers
Terrie Baune, violin
Tod Brody, flutes
Mary Chun, conductor
Peter Josheff, clarinets
Thalia Moore, cello
Ellen Ruth Rose, viola
Brenda Tom, piano

Guest Artist
Keisuke Nakagoshi, piano
Pre-concert conversation at 6:45 PM:
Bruce Christian Bennett, moderator
with composers
Richard Festinger, Pablo Ortiz,
Mark Winges, and Jon Yu
Please power down your cellphone before the performance. No photography, videography, or
sound recording is permitted. Programs are subject to change without notice.
Earplay’s season is made possible through generous funding from the Ann and Gordon Getty
Foundation, the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, San Francisco Grants for the Arts, the
Zellerbach Family Foundation, and generous donors like you.
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Program
Mark Winges

Night-Voiced (2011)
World premiere

Ellen Ruth Rose
Brenda Tom

Jon Yu

Pnema (2018)

World premiere;
Earplay commission

Peter Josheff
Terrie Baune

Pablo Ortiz

and all the phonies go mad with joy
(2009)
U.S. premiere

Terrie Baune
Ellen Ruth Rose
Thalia Moore

INTERMISSION

Turgut Erçetin

Resonances (b): Tella (2016)
U.S. premiere

Peter Josheff
Terrie Baune
Ellen Ruth Rose
Thalia Moore

Richard Festinger

The Way Things Go (2006)
West Coast premiere

Tod Brody
Keisuke Nakagoshi
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Program Notes
Night-Voiced (2011) by Mark Winges
for viola and piano
World premiere
A viola, night-voiced, calls into its past but nothing comes.
— Carolyn Forché
This precise and haunting image from Carolyn Forché's Blue Hour serves as
a springboard for this single-movement fantasy. The piece is in several
sections, with the opening material returning in various guises throughout.
Although the entire range of the viola is used, the sound is anchored by the
passages on the C-string. To my ear, that is one of the most unique timbres
in all of the string instruments.
An interesting concept behind (or outside) the piece is its existence in two
"versions" — one with organ and one with piano. Although the viola has
exactly the same music in both pieces, the accompanying keyboard part is
radically different. Thus, there are two distinct but complimentary views of
the same musical material.
The piece was originally written for my viola-centric chamber music
CD Night-Voiced. While the viola / organ version has been performed,
tonight marks the first live performance of the viola / piano version. The
piece is dedicated to Ellen Ruth Rose, with affection and admiration.

— M. W.
¨

Mark Winges was born in Louisville, Kentucky, and
currently resides in San Francisco, where he has been
resident composer / advisor for the chamber choir Volti
since 1990. He was also composer-in-residence for the
San Francisco Choral Artists in the 2012-2013 season.
He is a graduate of the College-Conservatory of Music University of Cincinnati, SFSU, and has studied at the
Musikhögskolan in Stockholm, Sweden with composer Arne Mellnäs.
Gramophone magazine has characterized his music as "Stylistically
adventurous in setting, but strongly beholden to conventional means". SF
Classical Voice describes him as "a composer with the skill and selfconfidence to write music that is clear, direct, and at times even simple, but
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not at all simple-minded". Mark has had residencies at the MacDowell
Colony, Fundación Valparaiso (Mojácar, Spain), and the Ragdale
Foundation.
Recent pieces include The Moon Dreams of Jacqueline for string quartet and
four solo voices, commissioned by the San Francisco Friends of Chamber
Music for the Friction Quartet, and Leaves from Diana's Tree for soprano
and piano quartet, premiered by the Empyrean Ensemble in December. His
most recent large-scale work is Breath & Hammers, a concerto for piano and
wind ensemble, which was premiered this past October by Blaise Bryski
and the Cornell University Wind Ensemble conducted by James Spinazzola.
His Pandora's Gift, a 35 minute staged work for two choirs on a libretto of
poet Denise Newman with choreography by Erika Chong-Shuch and lighting
by Allen Willner, was premiered at Zspace in San Francisco in May, 2015.
More information is on his website markwinges.com.
¨

Pnema (2018) by Jon Yu
for clarinet and violin
World premiere; Earplay commission
In Pnema, I wanted to trace the fragility of breath in its various gradations.
Our breathing, a source of internal rhythms, attunes our body to our
surrounding. The two instruments here generate patterns of exhalation and
inhalation, sometimes in union, other times in opposition. The sound of the
clarinet presents a particularly resonant color that is coupled with the more
complex grains of the violin. These two sound worlds represent both the
ease and strain of breath. The title is of course a reference to the Greek
word pneuma, with a slight change in its vowel.
— J. Y.
¨

Jon Yu (b. 1988) is a Taiwanese-American composer
whose works explore notions of ritual, utility, and excess.
His music has been performed in Germany, Singapore,
and throughout the United States by ensembles and
soloists such as Mivos Quartet, Ensemble Signal, Wet Ink
Ensemble, Trio SurPlus, Eco Ensemble, Transient Canvas,
clarinetist Matt Ingalls, saxophonist Brien Henderson,
trumpeter Chad Goodman, and haegeum player Soo Yeon Lyuh. His works
have been programmed at festivals such as June in Buffalo (2014), Dian Red
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Kechil International Young Composers Residency (2015), Walden School
Composers Forums (2014), SICPP (2016), the Darmstadt Ferienkurse
(2016), and the Pacific Rim Music Festival (2017). He was also the recipient
of the 2017 Mivos/Kanter Prize.
Jon holds degrees from UC Santa Cruz and San Francisco State University.
He is currently pursuing his PhD in composition at UC Berkeley. His
principal teachers have been Franck Bedrossian, Ken Ueno, Richard
Festinger, and Benjamin Sabey. He has also participated in master classes
and private lessons with Steven Takasugi, Klaus Lang, Mark Andre, Kaija
Saariaho, Ming Tsao, and Joshua Fineberg.
¨

and all the phonies go mad with joy (2009) by Pablo Ortiz
for violin, viola, and cello
U.S. premiere
Many years ago, I wrote a piece for viola and marimba. Then I thought that
the viola part, quite demanding, could potentially be placed in a different
context and still work. I then visualized a string trio written around this
viola part, and that became the piece that you will hear tonight. I have
always liked J.D.Salinger, and when my daughters were growing up, his
short stories and The Catcher in the Rye became a shared secret catalogue of
quotes and allusions. Instead of saying, for instance, "it’s a beautiful day in
the neighborhood" we would say "it’s a perfect day for the banana fish."
and all the phonies go mad with joy is fake Salinger, the kind that, now
beyond those days of happy parenting, fills me with nostalgia. It is also a
string trio with a particularly demanding viola part.
— P. O.
¨

Pablo Ortiz teaches Composition at the University of
California, Davis since 1994. He holds degrees from the
Universidad Catolica Argentina and Columbia
University. He has composed chamber, orchestral, vocal,
choral and electroacoustic music, as well as music for
theatre and film. Major commissioners include the
Fromm Foundation at Harvard, the Koussevitzky
Foundation (to write Raya en el mar for the San Francisco Contemporary
Music Players), Fideicomiso para la cultura Mexico-US (to write children's
songs), the Gerbode Foundation (to compose Oscuro for Chanticleer and the
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San Francisco Contemporary Music Players), and the Terezin Foundation
(to write Garden songs for soprano and string trio and Leaving Limerick for
choir).
In 1993 he was a Fellow at the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial
Foundation. In 2008 he received an Academy Award from the American
Academy of Arts and Letters.
Recent premieres include:
• Suomalainen tango, for orchestra, by the Orquestra Nacional de
Catalunya
• Tango Futurista, for intonarumori conducted by Luciano Chessa
• Trois tangos en marge by the Kovacik, Dann, Karttunen trio at the
Museo Nacional Reina Sofia in Madrid
• Gallos y Huesos, an hour-long secular oratorio for five female voices,
baritone and harp
• Martin Fierro, for four guitars and three sopranos
• Maizal del gregoriano, for SATB choir and celesta
• Concerto for Bandoneon, commissioned by the Santa Rosa Symphony
Orchestra
Gallos y Huesos, Martin Fierro, and Maizal del gregoriano were all
commissioned by and premiered at the Centro Experimental Teatro Colon
in Buenos Aires.
¨

Resonances (b): Tella (2016) by Turgut Erçetin
for clarinet, violin, viola, and cello
U.S. premiere

Tella is the name of a young Turkish girl I know, who chose her own madeup name as an alternative to her given name. To me, the act of naming
reflects a mode of expression pertaining to a language, which yields to
communicate with the inner projection of that language. Therefore, the way
in which we name things suggests a political aspect, for it refers to a
hierarchy that is constructed by the cultural syntax. Given the fact that all
naming ceremonies in Turkey are considered as substantial parts of the
male-dominated family traditions, choosing one’s own made-up name with
no particular meaning or gender is a political act. For Tella's case, it is no
different than speaking the first word on a political level. Composed by a
struggle between the voiced and unvoiced sounds, speaking as such
remarks the solo clarinet part in this work.
Being the second part of the Resonances cycle, the discourse in Resonances
(b): Tella engages with acoustic radiation patterns that are composed of
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compound directivity. The impact field between these directivity patterns
and the physical and surrounding acoustic properties has an integral role in
our sonic-temporal rendition. The primary goal in this part of the cycle is to
explore a tool-bench, by which the pertaining spatial auditory displays
would be incorporated with high resolution to accommodate perceptual
access points for the complex formal networks. Accordingly, formulating
means of sonic-temporal perspectives, which draw diverse perceptual
dispositifs into the intensity of the work, constitutes the center point of the
discourse. In order to offer a fine-tuned realization, Resonances (b) uses a
stochastic space-time diffusion process and formulates the corresponding
formal entities accordingly. The data used for the acoustic radiation
analysis is the improved version of the measurements used for Resonances
(a) in 2014.
— T. E.
¨

A native of Istanbul, Dr. Turgut Erçetin studied
composition and completed his doctorate studies at
Stanford University. Erçetin’s current works engage
with issues of sound, not as colors but as sonic entities
that are perceived at various degrees of complexities as
a result of dynamics continually change in time and
space. Most of his works, therefore, are involved with
acoustics and psychoacoustics as well as computer aided
compositional process. His solo, chamber and electro-acoustic works have
been performed throughout the US and Europe with notable performances
at Ultraschall Festival, MaerzMusik Festival, Gaudeamus Festival, Manifeste,
and many other festivals. His music has been championed by pioneering
ensembles such as The Arditti Quartet, The JACK Quartet, ELISION
Ensemble, Neue Vocalsolisten Stuttgart and Ensemble Mosaik, as well as
many others. In 2016, he was awarded with the prestigious Berliner
Künstlerprogramm of DAAD for a yearlong residency in Berlin. As a
researcher, Erçetin has taken part in many research projects, the focus of
which lies on musical and architectural acoustics. As a lecturer, Erçetin has
given numerous talks on his music and the research projects he has
conducted, at academic institutions such as Kongelige Danske
Musikkonservatorium, Hochschule für Musik Karlsruhe, Institut für Neue
Musik HfMT Köln, Technische Universität Berlin, Royal Conservatory The
Hague and IEM Graz. His compositions are published by Edition Gravis in
Berlin.
¨
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The Way Things Go (2006) by Richard Festinger
for flute and piano
West Coast premiere
Completed in 2006, The Way Things Go is a virtuosic partnership between
the flute and piano. The first movement is a theme followed by four
variations. Encompassing two pairs of short, simple phrases, the
movement's theme emerges as classical in its structure and proportional
balance. Its chromatically saturated harmonies offer a unifying background
against which the variations unfold through changes of character (variation
4), figuration (variation 2), and phrase elongation (variation 3). The second
movement, subtitled Recitative, preserves some remnants of the character,
melodic contour and phrase structure of the first movement; but is, in fact,
independent of the preceding variations, particularly in its harmonic
language. The piano writing here explores some qualities of the octave as a
sonority, both unadorned, and heard against narrow intervals, as in the
movement’s introductory measures. The recitativo music in the flute
incorporates quarter tones to heighten the plaintive expressive character.
The form is ternary, the middle section gradually building in complexity,
but rather than ending conclusively, the reprise leads directly into the
finale, attacca. This last movement juxtaposes an extroverted, jocular,
motoric music against fantastical, coloristic passages played fluttertongue
by the flute, resolving the tautness of the preceding movements as it lifts
itself to end in finding its own kind of tranquility.
— R. F.
¨

Composer Richard Festinger has achieved
international recognition for his extensive catalogue of
vocal and instrumental compositions. Writing for the
2011 Tanglewood Festival of Contemporary Music,
Frank J. Oteri describes Festinger’s music as "notable
for its combination of propulsive energy with an
impeccable sense of poise and balance." Since 1990 he
has been a professor of composition at San Francisco State University,
where he is also Artistic Director of the Morrison Artists chamber music
series. Before turning to composing, he led his own groups as a jazz
performer. Festinger received M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in composition from
the University of California, Berkeley, and in the mid-1980’s was one of the
co-founders of Earplay. His music is published by C.F. Peters Corporation
and Wildcat Canyon Press. His works have been recorded for the Centaur,
Bridge, CRI and CRS labels. He has received major awards and commissions
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from the Jerome Foundation, the Fromm Foundation at Harvard University,
the Koussevitzky Foundation in the Library of Congress, the National
Endowment for the Arts, the Aaron Copland Fund for Music, the Argosy
Foundation, the Barlow Foundation, the Mary Flagler Cary Trust, the Pew
Charitable Trust, the Philadelphia Music Project, Meet the Composer, the
American Music Center, and the American Composers Forum. He is a
recipient of the George Ladd Grand Prix de Paris, and has received both the
Walter Hinrichsen Award and an Academy Award from the American
Academy of Arts and Letters. His website is www.rafestinger.com.
¨

Earplayers
In addition to being a member of Earplay, Terrie
Baune (violin) is co-concertmaster of the OaklandEast Bay Symphony, concertmaster of the North State
Symphony, and a former member of the Empyrean
Ensemble. Her professional credits include
concertmaster positions with the Women’s
Philharmonic, Fresno Philharmonic, Santa Cruz
County Symphony, and Rohnert Park Symphony. A
member of the National Symphony Orchestra for four years, she also spent
two years as a member of the Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra of New
Zealand, where she toured and recorded for Radio New Zealand with the
Gabrielli Trio and performed with the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra.
¨

Tod Brody (flutes) has been Earplay's flutist since

1996. He serves in a similar capacity with Northern
California new music groups Eco Ensemble, San
Francisco Contemporary Music Players, and Empyrean
Ensemble, and has enjoyed an extensive career that has
included performances of numerous world premieres
and many recordings. He is also principal flutist of the
San Francisco Chamber Orchestra, the Sacramento
Opera, and the California Musical Theater, and makes frequent appearances
with the San Francisco Opera and San Francisco Ballet orchestras, and in
other chamber and orchestral settings throughout the Bay Area.
In addition to his career as a performer, Tod has, for many years, served in
leadership positions with music organizations. He has served as Executive
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Director of the San Francisco Bay Area Chapter of the American Composers
Forum, and as the first Executive Director of the contemporary opera
company Opera Parallèle. Since 2016, he has been Executive Director of the
Marin Symphony.
¨

“… One cannot resist the charm, energy and allégresse that
was displayed on the podium by Mary Chun.” — Le Figaro,
Paris

A fierce advocate of new work, Mary Chun
(conductor) has worked with many composers such
as John Adams, Olivier Messiaen, Libby Larsen,
William Kraft, and Tan Dun, to name a few. At the
invitation of composer John Adams, she conducted the Finnish chamber
orchestra Avanti! in the Paris, Hamburg and Montreal premiere
performances of his chamber opera Ceiling/Sky to critical acclaim.
Passionate about new lyric collaborations, she has music-directed a number
of world premieres, including Libby Larsen’s opera, Every Man Jack;
Mexican-American composer Guillermo Galindo’s Decreation: Fight
Cherries, a multi-media experimental portrait of the brief life of the brilliant
French philosopher Simone Weil; Carla Lucero’s Wuornos, the tragic true
tale of the notorious female serial killer; and Joseph Graves’ and Mort
Garson’s Revoco.
Recently named Music Director for SEVENAGES Investment Company, the
Beijing/Shanghai-based production company that produces blockbuster
Broadway musicals in Mandarin translation, Mary’s work as Music Director
can be heard in the popular Man of La Mancha production that continues to
tour in over 50 cities across China. Upcoming, Mary is slated to music direct
a new production of Rodgers and Hammerstein's Cinderella, opening in
Shanghai this May.
Closer to home, she has worked with West Edge Opera, where she
conducted Thomas Ades' controversial opera Powder Her Face to
international critical acclaim. Other conducting engagements include opera
tours with the Kosice Opera throughout Germany, Switzerland and Austria
in addition to concerts in Belgium and the Czech Republic. She has also been
invited to conduct the Hawaii Opera Theater, Lyric Opera of Cleveland,
Opera Idaho, Texas Shakespeare Festival, Ballet San Joaquin, West Bay
Opera, Pacific Repertory Opera, and the Mendocino Music Festival. As
Resident Music Director for Cinnabar Opera Theater, Mary has recently
received a nomination for 2017 Best Music Director by the Bay Area
Theater Critics Circle.
¨
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Peter Josheff has been on the front lines of the

northern California new music scene for more than
thirty years as a composer and clarinetist. He is a
founding member of Earplay and of Sonic Harvest, and
is a core member of the San Francisco Contemporary
Music Players, the Empyrean Ensemble (UC Davis), and
the Eco Ensemble (UC Berkeley). He performs
frequently with Opera Parallèle and the San Francisco
Chamber Orchestra, and has worked with many other
groups including Other Minds, West Edge Opera, Melody of China, the Ives
Collective, Mills College Contemporary Performance Ensemble, the Paul
Dresher Ensemble, and Composers, Inc. He has appeared on numerous
recordings on the Albany, Bridge, Centaur, Innova, Arabesque, CRI,
Rastascan, Tazdik, and Electra record labels.
He has composed instrumental and vocal music, opera and pop songs, as
well as music for dance and theater. His music has been performed by the
San Francisco Chamber Orchestra, the Farallon Quintet, the Laurel
Ensemble, the Bernal Hill Players, Earplay, Sonic Harvest, the Empyrean
Ensemble, Melody of China, Goat Hall Productions, and many individual
performers. His recent works include: September (2017) for solo
violin; Dream Spaces & Recurring Nightmares (2017) for piano and spoken
voice, written for and premiered by pianist Kate Campbell; and The Dream
Mechanic(2016), for woman’s spoken voice, tenor, and chamber orchestra,
commissioned by and premiered by the San Francisco Chamber Orchestra.
¨

A native of Washington D.C., Thalia Moore (cello)
began her cello studies with Robert Hofmekler, and
after only 5 years of study appeared as soloist with the
National Symphony Orchestra of Washington at the
Kennedy Center Concert Hall. She attended the
Juilliard School of Music as a student of Lynn Harrell.
Ms. Moore has been Associate Principal Cellist of the San Francisco Opera
Orchestra since 1982 and a member of the San Francisco Ballet Orchestra
since 1989. Moore has been a member of the Empyrean ensemble since
1999 and has made recordings with the group of works by Davidovsky,
Niederberger, Bauer, and Rakowski. As a member of Earplay, she has
participated in numerous recordings and premieres, including the
American premiere of Shintaro Imai’s La Lutte Bleue for cello and
electronics.
¨
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Ellen Ruth Rose (viola) enjoys a varied career as a

soloist, ensemble musician and teacher with a strong
interest in the music of our times. She is a member of
Eco Ensemble, Empyrean Ensemble, and Earplay. She
has worked extensively throughout Europe and has
performed as soloist with many ensembles and at
many festivals. She has appeared on numerous recordings, including a CD
of the chamber music of German composer Caspar Johannes Walter —
featuring several pieces written for her — which won the 1998 German
Recording Critics new music prize.

Over the past several years she has collaborated with and premiered works
by numerous Northern California composers, including Kurt Rohde,
Edmund Campion, Aaron Einbond, Mark Winges, John MacCallum, Mauricio
Rodriguez, Cindy Cox, Mei-Fang Lin, Robert Coburn, and Linda Bouchard. In
2003 she created, organized and directed Violafest!, a four-concert festival
at UC Davis celebrating the viola in solos and chamber music new and old,
including premieres of pieces by Yu-Hui Chang and Laurie San Martin.
Rose holds an M.Mus. in viola performance from the Juilliard School, an
artist diploma from the Northwest German Music Academy in Detmold,
Germany and a B.A. with honors in English and American history and
literature from Harvard University. Her viola teachers have included Heidi
Castleman, Nobuko Imai, Marcus Thompson, and Karen Tuttle. She is on
the instrumental faculty at UC Davis and UC Berkeley and has taught at the
University of the Pacific, the Humboldt Chamber Music Workshop, and the
Sequoia Chamber Music Workshop.
¨

Brenda Tom (piano) has performed as a soloist
with the SF Chamber Orchestra, the California
Symphony, the Pittsburgh Ballet Orchestra, I Solisti di
Oakland, the Sacramento Symphony, the Fort Collins
Symphony, the Diablo Symphony, the Sacramento
Ballet Orchestra, and the San Francisco Ballet
Orchestra. She has recorded with PianoDisc, China
Recording Company, Klavier Records, V’tae Records, and IMG Media. She
has served as principal pianist with the Sacramento Symphony, Symphony
Silicon Valley, San Jose Chamber Orchestra, Monterey Symphony, and Santa
Cruz Symphony, and has performed with the Sacramento Chamber Music
Association, MusicNow, Chamber Music/West, the Cabrillo Festival, the
Festival of New American Music, Music in the Mountains, Music From Bear
Valley, and the Hidden Valley Music Festival. Ms. Tom graduated from the
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San Francisco Conservatory of Music, where she studied with Beatrice
Beauregard and Mack McCray.
¨

Guest Artist
Keisuke Nakagoshi began his piano studies at the
age of ten, arriving in the United States from Japan at the
age of 18. Mr. Nakagoshi earned his Bachelors degree in
Composition and Masters degree in Chamber Music from
the San Francisco Conservatory of Music, where he
studied composition with David Conte and piano with
Paul Hersh. Graduating as the recipient of multiple top
awards, Keisuke was selected to represent the SFCM for
the Kennedy Center's Conservatory Project, a program featuring the most
promising young musicians from major conservatories across the United
States.
Mr. Nakagoshi has performed to acclaim on prestigious concert stages
across the United States, including the Kennedy Center, Carnegie Hall, the
Hollywood Bowl, and Davies Symphony Hall in San Francisco. He has
received training from some of the most celebrated musicians of our time
— Emanuel Ax, Gilbert Kalish, Menahem Pressler, Robert Mann, Paul Hersh,
David Zinman — and enjoys collaborating with other accomplished
musicians such as Lucy Shelton, Ian Swensen, Jodi Levitz, Robin Sutherland,
Lev Polyakin, Axel Strauss, Mark Kosower, Gary Schocker and also
conductors such as Alasdair Neale, George Daugherty, Nicole Paiement,
Michael Tilson Thomas and Herbert Blomstedt. In 2014, he made a solo
debut with San Francisco Symphony on Ingvar Lidholm's Poesis with
Herbert Blomstedt conducting.
In 2009, Keisuke and Swiss pianist Eva-Maria Zimmermann formed ZOFO, a
piano duet team commissioning and performing music for piano four hands
and their first CD was nominated for Grammy award for best chamber
music/small ensemble in 2013. Mr. Nakagoshi is currently Pianist-inResidence at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music, and he serves as
pianist in the production team for Opera Parallèle.
¨

Staff
With nearly 30 years of administration experience, Lori Zook (Executive
Director) has worked with non-profit arts organizations since 1991, and
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has held management level positions – with an emphasis on fundraising –
since 1998. Most recently, she was a Development Manager at Quinn
Associates, a firm serving small to mid-sized non-profit organizations
throughout the Bay Area, where she assisted multiple clients with grant
writing, grants management, prospect research, and strategic planning.
While there, she raised millions of dollars for her clients, which included
presenters, music ensembles, dance companies, arts education providers,
and complex public-private partnership organizations. She served as the
executive director of Oakland Opera Theater from 1998-2005, and during
her tenure, the company expanded its season, developed an administrative
infrastructure, experienced substantial audience growth, and successfully
began fundraising. She also co-founded the company's venue, the Oakland
Metro in 2001. Lori served on the City of Oakland’s Cultural Affairs
Commission and was Acting Chair of that body. Under her leadership, the
commission became participants in the Oakland Partnership and the East
Bay Cultural Corridor project, the latter involving a four-city partnership to
develop marketing strategies. She has served on arts funding panels for the
City of Oakland and the Arts Council of Silicon Valley, and has been involved
in several arts initiatives, including ArtVote, Spokes of a Hub, and the
Illuminated Corridor.
¨

Howard’s End, America
In February 2019, Earplay and RealOpera will present the world premiere
of a major new chamber opera, Howards End, America by composer Allen
Shearer and librettist Claudia Stevens. Howards End, America transports the
action of E. M. Forster's great novel Howards End to 1950s Boston.
• When: February 22-24, 2019 (three performances).
• Where: Z Space, 450 Florida Street, San Francisco.
The Earplay/RealOpera co-production of Howards End, America is Earplay's
first opera production. The fully staged production will feature leading
vocal artists, including Nikki Einfeld and Phil Skinner, and the Earplayers
will form the core of a thirteen-piece orchestra.
¨

Support Earplay
Send email to earplay@earplay.org to join our mailing list. And please
consider supporting the cause of new music with a generous donation! Mail
your tax-deductible check to:
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Earplay
560 29th Street
San Francisco, CA 94131-2239
or click on the Donate tab at earplay.org to donate via PayPal. Earplay is a
501(c)(3) nonprofit organization.
If you start your Amazon shopping at smile.amazon.com and designate
Earplay as your charity of choice, Amazon will contribute a percentage of
your purchase to Earplay.
¨

Donors
Earplay sincerely thanks its donors for their generosity and for their continued belief in the
importance of the creation and performance of intriguing new music. Please join us by giving
whatever you can, we can’t do it without you!
$10,000 +
William & Flora Hewlett Foundation
San Francisco Grants for the Arts
$5,000 +
The Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation
Lawrence Russo
$1,000 +
Mary Chun
Richard Festinger
Patricia Glasow
Barbara Imbrie
Sally & Phil Kipper
May Luke
Bari & Stephen Ness
Joan & Arthur Rose
Laura Rosenberg
Thomas J. White
The Zellerbach Family Foundation
$500 +
Brooke Aird
Samela Aird Beasom & Mark Beasom
Raymond & Mary Chun
In honor & memory of Louise & Frank
Haiman
Rosalie Lowe
Ellen R. Rose & Mark Haiman
Karen Rosenak
$100 +
Mark Applebaum

Mel Bachmeier
Norman Bookstein
Tod Brody
Chen Yi & Long Zhou
Winnie & Wayne Chun
Donna DiAngelo
Adam Frey
Melanie Gong
Karen Gottlieb
Ellinor Hagedorn
Sherry Hsi
Jeremy Knight
Joan Huang & William Kraft
Lisa Lai
Antoinette Kuhry & Thomas Haeuser
Daniel P. Scharlin
William Schottstaedt
Aislinn Scofield
Anne Steele
Olly Wilson
Lori Zook
Other generous donors:
Katherine Brody
Ann Callaway
Christopher Concolino
Lori Dobbins
Violet & Douglas Gong
Ellen Harrison
Marilyn Mercur
Patricia Moy
Wendy Niles
Sandra and Leonard Rosenberg
Eric Sawyer
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Michael Sharp

Jeffrey & Jean Stadelman

¨

Special Thanks
Bruce Christian Bennett
Richard Festinger
Sally and Philip Kipper
Carla Lucero
May Luke
Marilyn Martella
Thalia Moore

Dave Praz
Ellen Ruth Rose
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Earplay CDs
Earplay has recorded six audio CDs. Most are available at amazon.com.
•
•
•
•

Earplay (1996) [Centaur CRC 2274]
Cindy Cox: Columba Aspexit (2002) [New Worlds 886]
Cindy Cox: Nature Is (2007) [Albany Troy 955]
Richard Festinger: tapestries / trionometry / string quartet / twinning
(1999) [CRI 832]
• William Kraft: Vintage Renaissance and Beyond (2010)
[Albany Troy 1157]
• Jorge Liderman: Waking Dances (2004) [Bridge 9150]
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About Earplay

Mission statement:
nurtures new chamber music, linking audiences, performers, and
composers through concerts, commissions, and recordings of the finest
music of our time.
Founded in 1985 by a consortium of composers and musicians, Earplay is dedicated to the
performance of new chamber music. Earplay offers audiences a unique opportunity to hear
eloquent, vivid performances of some of today’s finest chamber music.
Earplay has performed over 500 works by more than 300 composers in its 32-year history,
including over 140 world premieres and more than 80 new works commissioned by the
ensemble. This season will reinforce Earplay’s unwavering track record of presenting
exceptional music in the 21st century.
Concerts feature the Earplayers, a group of artists who have developed a lyrical and ferocious
style. Mary Chun conducts the Earplayers, all outstanding Bay Area musicians: Tod
Brody, flute and piccolo; Peter Josheff, clarinet and bass clarinet; Terrie Baune, violin; Ellen
Ruth Rose, viola; Thalia Moore, cello; and Brenda Tom, piano.
Individual donations are vital to Earplay’s success, and we greatly appreciate your generosity!
Visit our website earplay.org to make a tax-deductible donation, or make a donation tonight.
Together we can keep the music coming!
Earplay
560 29th Street
San Francisco, CA 94131-2239
Email: earplay@earplay.org
Web: earplay.org
Earplay New Chamber Music
@EarplayNewMusic
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Earplay’s 2018 Season in San Francisco:
music without beginning or end
Concerts at 7:30 p.m.
Pre-concert talks at 6:45 p.m.

Concert 1: A Delicate Arrangement of Sounds
Monday, February 5, 2018
at Atrium Theater / Wilsey Center
War Memorial Veterans Building (4th floor)
401 Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco
Franck Bedrossian: I’m nobody! Who are you? *†
Bruce Christian Bennett: Small Art
Richard Festinger: The Coming of Age ***
Helen Grime: Three Whistler Miniatures

Concert 2: Magnetic Commentaries

Monday, March 19, 2018
at Atrium Theater / Wilsey Center
War Memorial Veterans Building (4th floor)
401 Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco
James Dashow: Soundings in Pure Duration n.4 ***
Richard Festinger: Kleinen doch emsigen †
Daniel Godsil: Aeropittura ††
Maija Hynninen: Glow within *
Vera Ivanova: Sagittarius

Concert 3: The Way Things Go

Monday, April 30, 2017
at Herbst Theatre
War Memorial Veterans Building (main floor)
401 Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco
Turgut Erçetin: Resonances (b): Tella **
Richard Festinger: The Way Things Go ***
Pablo Ortiz: and all the phonies go mad with joy **
Mark Winges: Night-Voiced *
John Yu: Pnema*†
* World premiere
** US premiere
*** West Coast premiere
† Earplay commission
†† 2017 Aird prize

Earplay
560 29th Street
San Francisco, CA 94131
Email: earplay@earplay.org
Web: earplay.org

